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Prior to each night operation, it
was the practice to send a single
Lockheed PV-1 Ventura toward
the Kuriles during daylight, with a

turning point of about 100-mi short of the
target. In 1944, this was the
only way to obtain a real
time weather report in the
target area. On 10 June, a
weather reconnaissance

sortie was
flown by

VENTURAS
of
the Empire
Expre$$

FLYING EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS PHOTO-RECON MISSIONS AT THE
TOP OF THE WORLD, THESE LOCKHEED PV-1 VENTURAS BROUGHT

BACK VITAL INFORMATION FOR A NO-HOLDS-BARRED WAR
AGAINST THE JAPANESE — BY BORIS ILCHENKO

PART TWO

Few operating areas were more difficult
than the Aleutians and large numbers of

USAAF and USN aircraft were lost in
accidents. PV-1 BuNo 29768 was

photographed after a landing accident.
The Ventura carries prominent Disney

art with Donald Duck on the phone
saying Hello Tojo, will be right over with a

little present for you while resting on a
bomb marked “block buster.”

New PV-1 undergoing a test
flight off Malibu, California.

PV-1 being
prepared for a
factory flight.
This view shows
the tri-color
camouflage to
advantage.

Data plate from PV-1 Ventura s/n 4506 that was
built for the RAF as Ventura Mk. VII AJ369 but
was transferred to the USAAF on 27 July 1942

and struck off charge on 4 February 1945.

Lt. John P. Vivian. Soon after takeoff, the
crew was told that Attu weather was get-
ting progressively worse and the PV-1 was
instructed to stay on the circuit for a pos-
sible recall. However, the further they
flew from the base, the better the weather

became. Vivian later recalled in his
diary: “About 200-mi from the target

I found this going through my head:
Why not dash in and get a picture of

that airfield?  One plane could
probably get in and out before the
fighters could be alerted and up
on altitude. I voiced this to the
crew and found them willing
to a man. I put my request on
the circuit and received a flat

‘no’ from the base. I reworded the request
stating that I had a camera aboard and
wished to continue to the target. Before
we received our answer we arrived at our
turning point. We elected to continue.”

Shimushu Island was below the PV-1;
visibility was unlimited in all directions.
The base started calling, but the crew
kept silent. Soon they found the new air-
field in the southern part of the island.
Vivian descended to 7000-ft: “High
enough for several good pictures and high
enough to stay out of small gunfire.” They
flew directly over the concrete runway,
and took a series of photos before turning
in the direction of Attu. Only then
radioman Frank Virant answered the call

from base, which, as it turned out, gave
“OK” for the photographic flyover!

Photos revealed 22 Japanese twin-
engined bombers parked on both sides of
the runway, which escaped Vivian’s crew
attention. Despite the fact that pictures
were taken with the smaller, hand-held
K-20 camera, they were so much more
informative than photos taken at night
that the command decided to approve
another daylight photo mission to the
northern and central Kuriles. 

The Consolidated F-7A, the photo-
reconnaissance version of the B-24

Liberator, was the only specialized aircraft
with enough range to conduct the recon-
naissance of the central Kuriles. Painted
in two-tone blue camouflage, these planes
were called “Blue Geese” by the airmen.
Each plane had three K-17 cameras with
6-in lenses in Trimetrogon configuration
— one for vertical and two for diagonal
photos in the nose, and two K-7 cameras
with 24-in lenses in the tail for large
frame vertical stereoscopic photography.
Flying at 15,000-ft with reload canisters,
each plane could photograph up to 8000-
sq-mi in 1-hr. 


